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FOR	OUR	FULL	PRODUCT	RANGE	VISIT	HAFELEINDIA.COM Dekton Surfaces:	Natural	and	Liquid	Collection_Ver.1.00/01/02:	23.04.2021

DEKTON	SURFACES:	NATURAL	AND	LIQUID	COLLECTION

Highly	UV	
Resistant

FEATURES

Article	No.:	562.58.606
Slab	thickness:	8	mm
Dimensions:	3200	(L)	× 1440	(W)	mm

*	5	times	the	flexural	strength	of	Granite

Stain	Resistant Highly	Scratch	
Resistant

High	Resistance	
to	Fire	and	Heat

Resistance	to	
Abrasion

Resistance	to	Ice	
and	Thawing

High	Mechanical	
Resistance*	

Non-porous

Waterproof Colour	Stability

Aeris is a colour that boasts light tones with cream-coloured detail
inspired by White Limestone. This neutral and subtle shade allows for a
wide variety of combinations for diverse environments and architectural
designs.

AERIS

Häfele partners with world’s first ultra-compact
surface manufacturer - Dekton® to offer you unique
surfaces created through an innovative combination
of 28 natural minerals found in nature. Its exclusive
Ultra Compacting Technology replicates and
enhances the metamorphic changes that natural
stone undergoes over a millennia through exposure
to high pressure and high temperature.
Dekton surfaces are designed to be the toughest
and most durable products in the market today with
colours that replicate and reimagine everything that
nature has to offer. With its large format slabs,
Dekton has the ability to fit into and redefine a
multitude of applications – shutters and wall
cladding (4 mm), flooring (8 mm), and countertops
(12 mm) for both inside and outdoors making it
every architects’ and designers’ dream solution.
The new colours from Dekton’s Natural Collection –
Aeris, Sasea, Rem and Eter - seek to offer visual
and natural perfection of stone with colors and
veined patterns coming together in perfect harmony
and true elegance.
Shell and Sky, on the other hand, from the new
Liquid Collection, introduce colours that enhance
any surface with a harmonious and eternal look.
They visualise the power of liquid, offering a chance
to integrate swirling, rippling and fluid ideas into
everyday spaces.

L	:	length,	W	:	width
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Article	No.:	562.58.617			562.58.610*			
Slab	thickness:	8	mm			4	mm
Dimensions:	3170	(L)	× 1440	(W)	mm

SASEA

Inspired by Caliza Sahel limestone, Sasea retains its elegant tone,
while providing the quality of Dekton. With its greyish-cream tones and
a design bursting with details, Sasea keeps its calm and controlled
structure.

L	:	length,	W	:	width

LIQUID	SKY
Article	No.:	562.58.598			562.58.591*
Slab	thickness:	12	mm			4	mm
Dimensions:	3200	(L)	× 1440	(W)	mm

ETER

With its dark granite structure in black and grey tones, Eter boasts a
background of gentle contrasts, yet has a strong contemporary feel,
making it ideal for both indoor and outdoor spaces.

*	Stocks	of	these	article	numbers	will	be	available	by	the	end	of	April	2021
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Article	No.:	562.58.627
Slab	thickness:	8	mm
Dimensions:	3170	(L)	× 1440	(W)	mm	

LIQUID	SHELL

Celebrating subtlety and softness, Liquid Shell honours what lies
beneath the waves in the ocean - the gentle ebb and flow that softens,
creating new textures and smooth surfaces with each passing current.
The design of Liquid Shell is also inspired by the moon, in union with
the ocean’s tide. The pearlescent shade is a varying off-white with a
rippling pattern of the landscape of the ocean floor.

L	:	length,	W	:	width

Article	No.:	562.58.647
Slab	thickness:	8	mm
Dimensions:	3170	(L)	× 1440	(W)	mm	

Liquid Sky’s unique characteristics consist of a white base with flowing
cloud-like patterned grey veins. The design explores the movement of
gravity, the interplay of the elements, their matter, and pays homage to
swirling energy and perpetual motion.

LIQUID	SKY
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Article	No.:	562.58.637
Slab	thickness:	8	mm
Dimensions:	3170	(L)	× 1440	(W)	mm	

REM

Rem is inspired by one of the most elegant white marbles on the
market; its intricate design, with brown and grey veining and hints of
gold, reflects the traditional and almost linear structure of Calacatta
Lincoln itself.
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Click	here	for	more	information

L	:	length,	W	:	width

https://www.hafeleindia.com/hap-live/web/WFS/Haefele-HIN-Site/en_IN/-/INR/Static-View/pdfcatalog/en_IN/2020Dekton/index.html?startpage=0.1#page_0.1
https://www.facebook.com/hafeleindia/
https://www.instagram.com/hafele_india/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hafele-india/
https://twitter.com/hafeleindia
https://www.youtube.com/c/HafeleInd

